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Abstract. Land subsidence is an anthropogenic hazard triggered by different causes, one of them is groundwater

overexploitation over aquifer systems composed for granular compressible sedimentary fill. One of the effects of
this phenomenon is the generation and reactivation of ground failures, becoming risk points for aquifer pollution
through the fast infiltration of contaminated water.
A system of failures and fractures has developed in the Aguascalientes valley since 1980’s when groundwater
overexploitation became intensive. Currently, the entire valley present regional subsidence and several ground
failures have developed; many of them crossing surficial water flows and sewage pipes, thus, inducing filtering
of domestic wastewater to the subsoil and increasing the environmental hazard for the aquifer system.
In this work, we present the results of a study to assess the surficial water infiltrations through a subsidence
related ground failure crossing a small stream, which carries domestic wastewater. Additionally, we investigate
the acquisition method of Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and the electrode placement more suitable
to detect the flow of contaminated water through the studied ground failure.
To find out the potential leakage, we use electric geophysical methods, applying Schlumberger, Wenner and
dipole-dipole arrangements with electrode separations from 2.5 to 10 m in order to explore a depth from 9 to
30 m.
The obtained results showed that the Schlumberger configuration appears to be more helpful to detect changes
in the stratigraphy toward depth, while dipole-dipole and Wenner are more suitable to detect lateral variations
such as the vertical wastewater leakage in the first 6 to 8 m depth.
Resulted resistivity models showed that in the first 10 m depth, the contaminant flow follow with a vertical
path through the ground failure, then, the it becomes horizontal, flowing through the more permeable soil strata.
Therefore, for the studied sites, the filtration of domestic wastewater through ground failure does not represent
an immediate hazard to the aquifer system. Nevertheless, ground failures crossing damaged wastewater pipes or
contaminated surficial water flows in Aguascalientes Valley, could induce the infiltration of polluted water to the
near surface strata, favoring a potential aquifer pollution in a long term.
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Introduction

The phenomenon of subsidence is the downward and gradual vertical movement of the terrain surface, which in several cases can promote generation of terrain discontinuities
(faults or fractures) and the reactivation of ancient geologic
faults. In Aguascalientes Valley, located in the central part
of Mexico, a process on land subsidence due to the intense
pumping of groundwater has been developing since early
1980s. (Aranda-Gómez, 1989) The related surficial discontinuities spreads along the entire valley damaging constructions and infrastructure. Several of this ground discontinuities cross surficial water flows through which wastewater is
conduced outside the valley (Fig. 1).
In the other side, the methods of electrical prospecting
have been of help to investigate the subsoil in several problems of environmental engineering, mining, and other disciplines (Harrison-Griffiths and David-Baker, 1993; Dahlin
et al., 2007; Idowu-Olayinka, 1999). Traditional electrical
resistivity methods have been replaced by new techniques
that result in two and three-dimensional resistivity models,
and manual data acquisitions by multi-electrode and multichannel acquisitions, allowing a large efficiency in electrical
prospecting works (Aizebeokhai, 2010).
There are different arrangements for the electrical resistivity method, the most commonly used are Dipole-Dipole,
Wenner, and Schlumberger, each of them represents advantages and disadvantages regarding the resolution of the resulting images and the depth of exploration, therefore, it is
necessary to understand the problem and focus on the results expected in order to select the appropriate arrangement
(Nunes et al., 2016).
In this work we present a case of study on the potential hazard represented by wastewater filtration through subsidence related ground faults in the municipality of Jesús
María Aguascalientes, México, using Electrical Resistivity
Tomography (ERT). The objective of the study was assessing
the surficial water infiltrations through ground failure crossing a small stream. Besides to determine the arrangement
more effective to study the intrusion of wastewater through
faults to the subsoil with the specific stratigraphy of Aguascalientes Valley, which consist in a sequence of alluvial and
fluvial fillings (sand gravel and silt) intercalated in strata with
different size grain contain and different consolidation grade
(Pacheco-Martínez et al., 2013).
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Materials and methods

Nine ETR measurements were taken using three electrode
configurations (Dipole-Dipole, Schlumberger and Wenner)
to determine which electrode configuration results in a resistivity model with more resolution to detect the ground fissure and the possible infiltrations of the wastewater and its
flow through the subsoil.
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Additionally, for each electrode configuration three measurements using 24 electrodes separated 2.5, 5 and 10 m each
other were implemented, in order to determine which electrode separation is the most suitable to detect the target before mentioned.
Measurements were taken in a place, at the south of Jesús
María City, which is and adjacent municipality to Aguascalientes, where a subsidence-related fault crosses a stream
conducting wastewater (Fig. 1).
ERT lines were placed parallel to the wastewater stream,
which is a natural channel without any type of topping on its
bed to avoid infiltrations. This channel is U-shaped of 15 m
width and 3 m depth.
Most of the wastewater flow through the loose filling (sand
and gravel) laying in the bottom of the channel, therefore, the
depth of wastewater flow that can be observed reaches just
approximately 5 cm with an estimated flow of 0.1 m3 min−1 .
The geophysical equipment used for this study was an automatic resitivimeter with 24 channels to connect equal number of electrodes.
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Results

Field data were inverted and the resulted 2D resistivity models were elaborated with the same range of values in order to
make easier their reading and interpretation. The location of
the fault along the profile in Figs. 2–4 was pointed out with
an arrow.
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Discussion of results

Figures 2 and 3 show that the resulted resistivity models
with electrode separation of 2.5 and 5 m, report a resistive
anomaly related to the location of the fault. Besides, the resistivity models allow identifying a 3–4 m thick horizontal
surficial high resistivity layer, which has continuity along the
entire profile, and it is cut by the fault. Models in these figures suggest also that with the used resolution, is no possible
to detect neither the fault plane nor the path of wastewater
flow.
Furthermore, Figs. 2 and 3 show that the dipole-dipole
and the Schlumberger configurations result in models that allow detecting the horizontal stratigraphy, mainly the Schlumberger. In these models, the characteristic interbedding of
layers of the subsoil of Aguascalientes Valley can be identified as medium-resistivity horizontal anomalies. Therefore,
the Schlumberger configuration resulted more helpful to detect changes in the stratigraphy of the analyzed zones.
Figure 2 shows that the models obtained from the measurements with electrode separation of 2.5 m allows to detect
more efficiently the surficial layer. Therefore, these models
allow to detect an anomaly whose shape suggests that it is
directly associated to the flow path of the wastewater. This
anomaly also suggests that the wastewater flows almost verproc-iahs.net/382/5/2020/
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Figure 1. Location study site (© Google Earth).

Figure 2. Profiles with 2.5 m opening between electrode,

(a) Dipole-Dipole, (b) Wenner, (c) Schlumberger.

tically in the first 5 m (Fig. 5), then, it changes to a horizontal
direction, probably controlled by the horizontal stratigraphy
of the subsoil as reported (Hernández Marín et al., 2017).
Figure 4 presents the resistivity models elaborated from
the measurements obtained using a separation between electrodes of 10 m. In the three models, there is not a clear correlation of electrical anomalies with neither the fault location,
proc-iahs.net/382/5/2020/

Figure 3. Profiles with 5 m opening between electrode. (a) Dipole-

Dipole, (b) Wenner, (c) Schlumberger.
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The Schlumberger configuration appears to be more helpful to detect changes in the stratigraphy toward depth, while
dipole-dipole and Wenner appears to be more suitable to detect lateral variations such as the vertical wastewater flow in
the first 6 to 8 m depth.
The results show that the resolution needed to detect
the wastewater flow path through the subsoil is using an
electrode separation around 2.5 m and using configurations
dipole-dipole and Wenner. Nevertheless, when the electrode
separation is reduced, both the length of the profile and its
prospecting depth decrease.
More investigation is needed to understand the water flow
controlling due to the specific stratigraphy of the Aguascalientes valley, in order to determine the real aquifer contamination risk by the flow of surface water toward the subsoil through the subsidence-related faults and fractures.
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Conclusions

The method of electrical resistive tomography proved to be
an effective tool to determine infiltration to the subsoil, however, results show that the greater the depth of exploration the
lower the resolution.
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